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critically acclaimed as one of the most delightful and charming family films ever, my neighbor totoro is a stunning animated treat full of magical adventure from hayao miyazaki. follow the adventures of satsuki and her four-year-old sister mei when they move into a new home in the countryside.
to their delight, they discover that their new neighbor is a mysterious forest spirit called totoro, who can be seen only through the eyes of a child. totoro introduces them to extraordinary characters -- including a cat that doubles as a bus! -- and takes them on an incredible journey. full of wonder
and heart, this spectacular 2-disc set features the voice talents of dakota fanning and elle fanning. my neighbor totoro is a magical experience for the whole family! 1988 nibariki g hayao miyazaki's beloved feature my neighbor totoro was available only in a pan-and-scan transfer with an
adequate but undistinguished english translation and dub; this widescreen version from disney home video offers livelier performances and a more vivid translation. in the old dub, the mysterious little black creatures who inhabit the empty farmhouse were called dust bunnies, although that term
refers to the clumps of dust that form under furniture. the new translation of soot gremlins suggests what the little beings really are. as satsuki and mei, dakota fanning and elle fanning are lively and believable without being saccharine; tim daly gives a warmly understated performance as their
patient father. the new transfer captures the subtle palette of miyazaki's vanished natural world. more than ever, my neighbor totoro is a magical film that family members of every age can enjoy. --charles solomon
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a 90-minute revision of the original film, the 2015 feature my neighbor totoro was released in japan on july 29, 2015, and was later released in north america on october 9, 2015, in south korea on january 23, 2016, and in taiwan on march 14, 2016, by gkids. the live-action version was directed
by osasa inoue, and stars satsuki and mei as the two children who find totoro and befriend him, and tim curry as their father. the film had its premiere at the anime festival asia (afa) on march 21, 2015. the 2015 feature my neighbor totoro was released on blu-ray in japan on august 4, 2016, and
in other countries on october 19, 2016, by gkids. my neighbor totoro is the only one of miyazaki's films in the blu-ray set, and it only contains 2d animation. this beautiful, captivating family film follows the adventures of two young children and their family as they move into a brand new home.
but soon they discover a living being unlike anything they've ever seen. with the help of their friendly next-door neighbor, the children must find a way to bring this new creature into their home and family. my neighbor totoro is not only a rare, wonderful and captivating animated feature, it is

also a watershed in the history of animation. it ushered in a whole new style of animation centered on the fantasy of childhood. there will never be another totoro, a special little being that just happened to appear in a japanese forest. the influence of this film has been felt all over the world ever
since. this dvd will also include an optional japanese audio track. all miyazaki's best-loved movies are collected on this one-of-a-kind hd release, complete with vibrant, new master looks and high-definition remastered audio. add this hd pack to your blu-ray or dvd library today! 5ec8ef588b
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